Neurons in the brainstem nucleus locus ceruleus (LC) often exhibit phasic activation in the context of simple sensory-motor tasks. The functional role of this activation, which leads to the release of norepinephrine throughout the brain, is not yet understood in part because the conditions under which it occurs remain in question. Early studies focused on the relationship of LC phasic activation to salient sensory events, whereas more recent work has emphasized its timing relative to goal-directed behavioral responses, possibly representing the end of a sensory-motor decision process. To better understand the relationship between LC phasic activation and sensory, motor, and decision processing, we recorded spiking activity of neurons in the LCϩ (LC and the adjacent, norepinephrine-containing subceruleus nucleus) of monkeys performing a countermanding task. The task required the monkeys to occasionally withhold planned, saccadic eye movements to a visual target. We found that many well isolated LCϩ units responded to both the onset of the visual cue instructing the monkey to initiate the saccade and again after saccade onset, even when it was initiated erroneously in the presence of a stop signal. Many of these neurons did not respond to saccades made outside of the task context. In contrast, neither the appearance of the stop signal nor the successful withholding of the saccade elicited an LCϩ response. Therefore, LCϩ phasic activation encodes sensory and motor events related to decisions to execute, but not withhold, movements, implying a functional role in goal-directed actions, but not necessarily more covert forms of processing.
Introduction
The locus ceruleus (LC) is the primary source of norepinephrine (NE) transmitted to the rest of the brain (Jones and Moore, 1977; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005) . The LC-NE system contributes to numerous brain functions, including arousal, sensory-motor processing, attention, learning, and memory (Jouvet, 1969; Harley, 1987; Cahill and McGaugh, 1996; Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Sara, 2009; Carter et al., 2010; Howells et al., 2012; Sara and Bouret, 2012) . These contributions involve, at least in part, phasic activation of the LC to reward-predicting events, particularly when the events are surprising and thus lead to abrupt cognitive and behavioral shifts (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981b; Devauges and Sara, 1990; Sara and Segal, 1991; Aston-Jones et al., 1997; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Bouret and Sara, 2005; Corbetta et al., 2008) . However, basic questions about this phasic activation remain unanswered, including its relationship to sensory and motor events and the internal decision processes that link the two (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981b; Rasmussen et al., 1986; Grant et al., 1988; Hervé-Minvielle and Sara, 1995; Usher et al., 1999; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Clayton et al., 2004; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Bouret and Richmond, 2009) . The goal of the present study was to clarify these relationships by recording single-unit LC activation in monkeys performing a countermanding task that involves decisions to execute and withhold visually guided saccadic eye movements ( Fig. 1 ; Logan et al., 1984; Hanes and Schall, 1995; Hanes et al., 1998; Hanes and Carpenter, 1999) .
For the countermanding task, a visual "go" signal instructs the subject to make a visually guided saccade to a peripheral target, but an occasional visual "stop" signal instructs the subject to withhold the impending saccade. The "go" process involves a buildup of oculomotor activity toward a threshold (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Hanes and Schall, 1996) . Less is known about the "stop" process, but one well established set of models assumes that this process involves a similar rise-to-threshold mechanism that races against the go process (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen and Logan, 2009 ). Alternatively, the go process might simply be terminated by detection of the stop signal (Salinas and Stanford, 2013) . In either case, the timing of LC phasic activation can be analyzed relative to both the sensory signals and the subsequent commitments to either go or stop.
We present two novel findings that substantially clarify the conditions that elicit phasic responses in the LC and the adjacent, NE-containing subceruleus nucleus (subC; here, we refer to these nuclei together as LCϩ; Sharma et al., 2010; Smeets and González, 2000) . First, we show that individual LCϩ units can exhibit phasic activation to both sensory and motor events occurring immediately in sequence, in contrast to previous reports that typically emphasized one or the other response type, but not both (Foote et al., 1980; Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981b; Grant et al., 1988; Hervé-Minvielle and Sara, 1995; Sara and Segal, 1991; Rajkowski et al., 2004; Aston-Jones et al., 1994; Clayton et al., 2004 ; but see Bouret and Richmond, 2009 , which reported sensoryand motor-locked responses, albeit more separated in time). Second, we show that LCϩ neurons respond phasically to rewarded decisions to go but not to stop, implying a motor-centric role that does not necessarily generalize to more covert forms of decisions.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used for this study. All training, surgery, and experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral task. The monkeys performed a countermanding task, which included visually guided saccade trials occasionally interrupted with a stop signal (Fig. 1) . All trials began with the presentation of a central fixation point, which was a red circle subtending 2°of visual angle. After the monkey fixated for a variable time (0.8 -1.1 s, uniformly distributed), the fixation point turned off and, simultaneously, a target (a red circle subtending 3°of visual angle) appeared at 1 of 2 locations either directly to the right or directly to the left at 8°eccentricity (the "go signal"). Go-signal onset instructed the monkey to make a saccadic eye movement to look directly at the target. On 33% of the trials, the fixation point reappeared (the "stop signal") after a delay known as the stopsignal delay (50, 100, 150, 200, or 250 ms). Stop-signal onset instructed the monkey to withhold its saccade and maintain fixation. On stop-signal trials, the fixation point and target stimulus remained on for 400 ms after stop-signal onset. The monkey was rewarded with a drop of water or Kool-Aid for maintaining fixation on the fixation point throughout this time. On no-stop-signal trials, the monkey was rewarded for making a saccade to the target within 700 ms of fixation point offset and maintaining gaze on the target for 400 ms.
Eye position was monitored using a video-based system (Eye-Link 2000; SR Research) sampled at 1000 Hz. Visual stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor (Viewsonic) located 60 cm from the monkey's eyes. The monitor introduced systematic delays in the timing of the onset and offset of visual stimuli relative to when it received a new frame from the video card, as measured using a photodiode (OSI Optoelectronics). Because these delays remained constant across multiple measurements, we adjusted measurements of LCϩ response latencies using fixed offsets equal to these delays (15 and 17 ms for fixation point onset and offset, respectively).
Electrophysiology. Each monkey was implanted with a head holder and recording cylinder that provided access to the LCϩ (Monkey O had two separate cylinders implanted at separate times, first targeting the left LCϩ and then targeting the right LCϩ; Monkey C had a single cylinder targeting the left LCϩ). The cylinders were placed at Horsley-Clark coordinates 0 mm AP, 5 mm L, and tilted at an angle of 9°along the ML plane to point downward toward the midline. We used several techniques to target LCϩ, including MRI to determine the trajectory of the recording chamber relative to monkey's brain (Kalwani et al., 2009) ; physiological properties of neurons in the brain structures encountered along recording trajectories leading to the LCϩ, which included the superior colliculus, inferior colliculus (IC), and the trochlear decussation in the brainstem; characteristics of noradrenergic LC neurons reported in previous studies (Aston-Jones et al., 1994; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Bouret and Richmond, 2009 ), including waveform shape, sensitivity to arousing external stimuli (e.g., door knocking, key shaking), and decreased firing during observed periods of drowsiness (e.g., eyelid drooping, disengagement from behavioral tasks); and effects of intramuscular injection of the ␣2-noradrenergic agonist clonidine (Bouret and Richmond, 2009) .
Neural recordings were conducted using custom-made quartz-coated platinum-tungsten microelectrodes (Thomas Recording) and a Multichannel Acquisition System (Plexon). Spike waveforms were sorted offline. Single-unit isolation quality was determined by estimating both false-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN) rates, as follows (for details, see Hill et al., 2011) . FP rate was computed as the maximum of 2 values: (1) the expected rate of refractory period violations based on a refractory period of 2.6 ms (Segal et al., 1983) and (2) the amount of overlap between an identified signal and noise distribution each fit to a multivariate Gaussian. FN rate was computed as (1 Ϫ (1 Ϫ FN1) (1 Ϫ FN3) ϩ FN2, where FN1 estimated false negatives based on a high threshold for spike detection, FN2 was computed from the amount of overlap between a signal and noise distribution each fit to a multivariate Gaussian, and FN3 represented "censored" events based on the time-out period of 1.4 ms after waveform triggering.
Behavioral data analysis. Reaction time (RT) was measured as the time between stimulus onset and saccade onset. Saccades were detected by analyzing acceleration data using an adaptive-threshold model (Behrens et al., 2010) . Behavior on stop-signal trials was quantified using inhibition functions, which describe the probability of making an error as a function of stop-signal delay (Hanes and Schall, 1995) . These functions were fit with a cumulative Weibull function of the following form:
where t is the stop-signal delay, ␣ is the stop-signal time at which the inhibition function reaches 80% of its growth, ␤ is the slope, ␥ is the lower asymptote, and is the upper asymptote. Unlike for RT on "go" trials, there is no overt way to assess when the monkey has stopped. Instead, the time at which the monkey stops, known as the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), must be inferred using the RT distribution and the inhibition function (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Hanes and Schall, 1995) . The SSRT was derived by matching the A B Figure 1 . Countermanding task. A, No-stop-signal trials. After the monkey fixated on a central fixation point for a variable time (0.8 -1.1 s), a peripheral target appeared at 1 of 2 locations along the horizontal axis. The monkey was rewarded for making a saccade to the target. B, Stop-signal trials. On 33% of randomly selected trials, after the target appeared and after one of five stop-signal delays chosen at random, the fixation point reappeared, instructing the monkey to withhold its planned saccade. The monkey was rewarded for maintaining fixation (correct trials). If the monkey failed to withhold its saccade, no reward was given (incorrect trials).
probability of error for a given stop-signal delay from the inhibition function to the same probability on the cumulative RT function from no-stop-signal trials. The SSRT is the difference between the time associated with this probability on the cumulative RT function and the stopsignal delay.
Neural data analysis. Phasic neural activation was quantified as the spike rate measured in a 100-ms-wide window, defined separately for each unit relative to sensory or motor events. For sensory activation, the 100 ms response window had a start time between 50 and 100 ms after go-signal onset, chosen to provide the maximum spike rate from that interval. For motor activation, the 100 ms response window had a start time between 20 ms preceding and 30 ms after saccade onset, chosen to provide the maximum spike rate from that interval. For analyses that compared sensory and motor responses (e.g., Fig. 7) , we used only trials with RT Ͼ 220 to ensure that the sensory and motor response windows did not overlap. Because spike rates tended to be very low (Ͻ10 spikes/s), responses in these 100 ms time windows typically consisted of either zero or one spike. We therefore used Fisher's exact test to compare responses between different windows or different task conditions for a given window.
Histology. After transcardial perfusion with 10% buffered formalin (Fisher Scientific), the brain was removed and allowed to postfix in formalin at 4°C for a week. It was then blocked in the coronal plane and resectioned at 60 m in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB) using a Leica vibratome. Sections were collected in 0.1 M PB and rinsed twice (10 min, 30 min) in the same solution and then three times (10 min each) in 0.01 M PB. Alternate sections were stained using standard protocols for the Nissl procedure (on slides) and immunostaining for tyrosine hydroxylase (floating sections; primary antibody: anti-TH rabbit, AB152; Millipore). The remaining materials and methods were similar to those described previously (Sharma et al., 2010) . A set of control sections was also processed without the primary antibody and found to show no labeling. All slides were dehydrated (in alcohol), defatted (in xylene), and then coverslipped using Permount (Fisher Scientific). Sections were imaged using a Leica microscope fitted with a digital camera. Montages of multiple sections for the final figures were prepared using the Gnu Image Manipulation Program (GIMP).
Results
The goal of this study was to characterize the activity of individual neurons in the LCϩ of two monkeys performing a countermanding task ( Fig. 1 ; Logan et al., 1984; Hanes and Schall, 1995; Hanes et al., 1998; Hanes and Carpenter, 1999) . For this task, the monkeys were rewarded for making visually guided saccades to a peripheral target, but the saccade was withheld when a stop signal was occasionally presented after target onset (33% of randomly interleaved trials). The targets always appeared in one of two locations along the horizontal axis, directly right or left of fixation. We varied the time between the presentation of the go signal (simultaneous offset of the fixation point and onset of the peripheral target) and the stop signal (reappearance of the fixation point), referred to as the stop-signal delay. The task allowed us to characterize LCϩ activation with respect to the visual "go" and "stop" signals, the decision to go and subsequent saccadic response, the decision to stop, and task-irrelevant movements. In the following sections, we first describe behavioral performance on the countermanding task, then detail how we targeted LCϩ units, and finally describe the response properties of these units in the context of task performance.
Task performance
The performance of both monkeys on the countermanding task was consistent with results from previous studies (cf. Fig. 2 (Fig. 2B) . On stop-signal trials, their ability to cancel a saccade decreased systematically with increasing stop-signal delay ( Fig. 2A ; Logan et al., 1984; Hanes and Schall, 1995; Hanes et al., 1998; Hanes and Carpenter, 1999) . Their RTs on noncancelled (incorrect) stop-signal trials tended to increase with increasing stop-signal delay, reflecting more time to prepare and execute the saccadic response (Fig. 2B) . SSRTs computed for each stop-signal delay using the RT distribution from no-stop-signal trials (Logan and Cowan, 1984) tended to decrease slightly as a function of stop-signal delay (Fig. 2B) . RTs on no-stop-signal trials were also influenced by the recent trial history, including a tendency for shorter RTs after no-stop-signal trials and longer RTs after stop-signal trials ( Recording microelectrodes were advanced dorsal-to-ventral and slightly lateral-to-medial along the long axis of a circular recording cylinder placed on the skull. A virtual, 3D projection of the recording cylinder through the brain is shown as dashed lines (Kalwani et al., 2009) . Images are shown using AFNI (Cox, 1996) . D, Schematic of a coronal section of the macaque brain showing structures typically encountered in an electrode track leading to the pontine brainstem, as detailed in E-H. (Adapted from Paxinos et al., 2008, Plate 90, Interaural 0.3, bregma Ϫ21.60 ). E, Superior colliculus. Single-unit spatial tuning on a visually guided saccade task (responses aligned to onset of saccades in the direction of the given axes relative to central fixation) and microstimulation-evoked saccades (inset at center) were to the right and slightly downward, placing the recording site at a lateral-rostral location in intermediate layer (Robinson, 1972; Sparks and Nelson, 1987) 
Targeting LC؉
We used several techniques to target LCϩ neurons for recording. Here, we present these techniques in detail to support our contentions that: (1) our neural data were from LCϩ and (2) for this dataset, we were unable to distinguish LC from subC (Paxinos et al., 2008; Sharma et al., 2010) . First, we used MRI to estimate LCϩ location based on several local landmarks, including the IC and the fourth ventricle ( Fig. 3A-C) . Second, during recording sessions, we verified appropriate penetration trajectories using stereotyped patterns of responses along our electrode penetrations through the superior colliculus, IC, and brainstem structures, including the trochlear decussation ( Fig. 3D-H ). In the superior colliculus, we paid particular attention to trajectories of saccades evoked with electrical microstimulation, which we used to map our location within this nucleus (Robinson, 1972) . Third, we identified LCϩ neurons based on previously reported characteristics (AstonJones et al., 1994; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Bouret and Richmond, 2009) sensitivity to arousing external stimuli (e.g., door knocking, key shaking); and decreased firing during observed periods of drowsiness (e.g., eyelid drooping, disengagement from behavioral tasks). Fourth, three units were pharmacologically confirmed as consistent with LCϩ physiology: a 5 g intramuscular injection of the ␣2-noradrenergic agonist clonidine, which is one-quarter of the dose delivered in previous studies (Bouret and Richmond, 2009 ), led to a lower baseline firing rate and concurrent drowsiness (Fig. 4) .
The above techniques have been used to identify units in LC but not, to our knowledge, in subC of nonhuman primates (Aston-Jones et al., 1994; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Bouret and Richmond, 2009 ). The subC is located just adjacent to the LC and therefore could have easily been targeted by our electrode trajectories (Paxinos et al., 2008; Sharma et al., 2010) . After our recording experiments, we examined these trajectories in more detail using histological reconstructions from one of the monkeys (Monkey O). As shown in Figure 5 , we believe that at least some of our trajectories are most consistent with targets in the subC, not the LC. In Monkey C, we subsequently did more precise electrophysiological mappings around putative LCϩ units and found similar waveform shapes and response properties (i.e., all conforming to our LCϩ identification criteria described in the previous paragraph) separated by up to ϳ1 mm in brain-surface coordinates along a medial-lateral axis and up to ϳ3 mm along the rostral-caudal axis, which presumably would correspond to both LC and subC (Paxinos et al., 2008) . These mapping experiments also confirmed that nearby electrode tracts that did not end up in structures with LCϩ properties also did not encounter the stereotypical patterns of responses through other structures (e.g., superior colliculus, IC, and brainstem structures) that we reliably found when targeting LCϩ. Together, these findings suggest that we sampled both LC and subC in our recordings (n ϭ 69 distinct LCϩ sites, consisting of 43 and four from the left and right hemisphere, respectively, of Monkey O, and 22 from the left hemisphere of Monkey C). Because we did not identify any systematic differences in the criteria used to identify recording sites for the two monkeys, for all subsequent analyses, we present their data combined together.
We analyzed two sets of neural (spiking) data that were obtained from the same raw recording signals in individual sessions but differed in terms of single-unit isolation quality. For one set, which we refer to as "single-unit data," we used conservative spike-sorting criteria to isolate 64 single units (one pair was isolated on a single electrode; the remainder were isolated alone), thereby allowing us to characterize how single LCϩ neurons encode multiple aspects of task performance. Figure 6A shows estimates of false-positive and false-negative rates for these units (Hill et al., 2011) . The false-positive rates had median [IQR] values of 0.01 [0.00 0.06], implying that it was unlikely that the analyses of the response properties of these units were corrupted by contributions of other units. However, in these cases, we also likely underestimated firing rates, because false-negative rates were higher (0.23 [0.06 0.90], paired test for H 0 : equal medians of false-positive and false-negative rates, p Ͻ 0.01).
The second dataset, which we refer to as "multiunit data," included as spikes all waveforms that crossed a threshold defined during the recording session for each of the 69 recording sites. These data thus likely included the activity from several local neurons, possibly including those not in the LCϩ. These multiunit signals yielded spike rates that were 1.0 -52.3 times greater than the corresponding single-unit signals recorded at the same time (Fig. 6B) .
No task-related tonic LC؉ activation
The LC exhibits at least two distinguishable modes of activation in animals performing simple sensory-motor tasks (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981a; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005) . In tonic mode, ongoing activity that is either too low or too high can reflect drowsiness or distractibility, respectively, with intermediate levels necessary for attentive engagement in goal-directed behavior Usher et al., 1999) . In phasic mode, short bursts of action potentials occur in relation to taskrelevant events. The phasic activation is strongest with intermediate levels of background tonic activity.
We found no evidence for task-related modulation of tonic activity. We measured LCϩ tonic activity for each trial as the spike rate during the final 800 ms before fixation point offset. events. An example single unit from Monkey O is shown in Figure 7 . This unit had a composite false-positive rate of 0.014 and a composite false-negative rate of 0.058. For all trial types, the "go" signal (simultaneous offset of the fixation point and onset of the peripheral target) evoked a phasic activation that peaked at a latency of ϳ130 ms. A second, distinct phasic activation occurred ϳ40 ms after the onset of the saccadic response on no-stop-signal and incorrect-stop-signal trials. However, no activation was seen on correct-stopsignal trials around the time of the SSRT, which is the time that the monkey commits to withholding the response and is inferred from the RT distribution on no-stop-signal trials and the inhibition function (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Hanes and Schall, 1995) . Therefore, this unit encoded the go signal and the decision to go, but not the decision to stop. The population of 64 recorded single LCϩ units had a similar combination of sensory and motor responses (Fig. 8) . On average, the largest phasic activation occurred just after the onset of the visually guided saccade on both no-stop-signal and incorrectstop-signal trials. There was also a slightly smaller phasic activation that occurred ϳ100 -200 ms after the onset of the go signal on all trial types. There was no apparent activation after this sensory-driven activation on correct-stop-signal trials, when the monkey withheld its planned saccade. In the following sections, we analyze these sensory-and motor-related phasic activations in more detail.
Single and multiunit activation to both sensory and motor events On no-stop-signal trials, the sensory "go" signal and the subsequent saccadic response were both associated with time-locked phasic LCϩ activation (Fig. 9) . Figure 9A shows average perievent time histograms (PETHs) of data from all single units, aligned to either the go signal (gray) to show sensory-related activation or the onset of the saccadic response (black) to show motor-related activation. Qualitatively, this average motor response was about twice as large as the average sensory response. Both were relatively brief, with the motor response peaking 0 -100 ms after saccade onset and the sensory response peaking 100 -200 ms after go-signal onset.
There was a similar combination of sensory and motor responses at most individual recording sites. Of the 64 single units, 39 had responses time locked to go-signal onset that were greater than baseline (Fisher's exact test for H 0 : equal probabilities of a spike occurring in the baseline interval and of a spike occurring in the sensory interval, p Ͻ 0.01; one had responses lower than baseline; see Materials and Methods for details); 56 had responses time locked to saccade onset that were greater than baseline ( p Ͻ 0.01; two had responses lower than baseline); and 35 had sensoryand motor-related responses (using nonoverlapping epochs) that were both greater than baseline ( p Ͻ 0.01; Fig. 9B ). The mean motor response was larger than the mean sensory response from individual units, corresponding to a median [IQR] ratio of 1.63 [0.88 3.39] (Mann-Whitney test for H 0 : median ratio ϭ 1, p Ͻ 0.01).
The sensory and motor responses were evident together in individual trials. Because overall spike rates were so low, a "response" in the given 100 ms epoch typically consisted of only a single spike. Figure 9C shows, for each single unit, the probability of a spike occurring in the motor epoch plotted as a function of the probability of a spike occurring in the motor epoch given that a spike had already occurred in the immediately preceding sensory epoch from the same trial. This analysis used only trials with RT Ͼ 220 to ensure that the sensory and motor response epochs did not overlap. The data cluster around the main diagonal, indicating similar values for a given unit (paired t test for H 0 : mean difference ϭ 0, p ϭ 0.61). Therefore, individual LCϩ units can consistently provide both sensory-and motor-related phasic activation in the context of a simple visually guided saccade task.
Our conservative spike-sorting criteria for single units did not result in missed features of the neural responses. Figure 9 , D-F, shows the same analyses as in Figure 9 , A-C, but using the neural recordings sorted as multiunit data. Other than substantially higher firing rates, the multiunit data showed the same trends as the single-unit data, including a combination of sensory responses and slightly larger motor responses from individual trials and recording sites. The similarity between single and multiunit responses were apparent in all subsequent analyses, so for the sake of brevity, only single-unit data are shown in subsequent figures.
Only a small number of units exhibited spatial selectivity for either sensory-or motor-related responses. Spatial tuning was measured coarsely by comparing responses on correct no-stopsignal trials when the target was either to the left (ipsilateral to the recording site in both monkeys) or right (contralateral) of fixation. For sensory responses, spatial selectivity was significant for six units showing a contralateral bias and for one unit showing an ipsilateral bias (Fisher's exact test comparing the presence/absence of a spike in the sensory epoch for the contralateral versus ipsilateral target location, p Ͻ 0.01). The population as a whole did not show a bias (median [IQR] 10C ; Pearson's correlation coefficient for contralateral-ipsilateral sensory and motor responses across units ϭ Ϫ0.11, p ϭ 0.37 for H 0 : correlation coefficient ϭ 0). We were not able to identify a reliable trial-by-trial relationship between the probability of a sensory-or motorrelated response and RT within individual sessions: of the 64 single units, the median RT was not different (Mann-Whitney test, p Ͼ 0.01) on no-stop-signal trials without and with a spike in the sensory epoch for 61 units (for the remaining three units, two had slightly shorter RTs and one had slightly longer RTs on trials without an LCϩ sensory spike) and in the motor epoch for 61 units (for the remaining three units, one had slightly shorter RTs and two had slightly longer RTs on trials without an LCϩ sensory spike).
Task-relevant and task-irrelevant motor responses
Previous studies have shown that motor-related phasic responses in LCϩ are found in association with task-relevant movements, but not in association with the same movements when they are made outside of the task context (e.g., in the intertrial interval; Yamamoto and Ozawa, 1989; Clayton et al., 2004) . Our results were only partially consistent with these findings, with some individual LCϩ neurons showing only task-relevant motor activation and others showing both task-relevant and task-irrelevant motor activation. Figure 11A shows PETHs for all of the single-unit data under two conditions. The first condition, identical to that shown in Figure 9A , corresponded to responses time locked to onset of the visually guided saccade on no-stop-signal trials. The second condition corresponded to responses time locked to the subsequent saccade (i.e., release from fixation on the visual target after reward delivery; data were similar when considering other saccades made in the intertrial interval). In both cases, there was a clear peak in the PETH ϳ50 ms after saccade onset. However, the magnitude of the peak response was substantially larger for the first versus the second saccade.
The responses to task-relevant versus task-irrelevant saccades for individual, well-isolated LCϩ units are summarized in Figure  11B . Of the 64 units, 58 had task-relevant motor responses that were greater than baseline (Fisher's exact test, p Ͻ 0.01) and 23 had task-irrelevant motor responses that were greater than baseline ( p Ͻ 0.01; 22 of these had task-relevant responses). Of the 22 units with both task-relevant and task-irrelevant motor responses, eight had greater task-relevant responses, two had greater task-irrelevant responses, and the remaining 12 units had responses that were indistinguishable under the two conditions (Fisher's exact test, p Ͼ 0.01). Both kinds of responses were found on individual trials, with the probability of a spike around the time of the task-irrelevant saccade unaffected by the presence of a spike around the time of the task-relevant saccade (Fig. 11C) . Therefore, across the population, task-relevant motor responses were much more prevalent than task-irrelevant motor responses, although task-irrelevant motor responses were found reliably in a subset of well-isolated LCϩ units.
There was no apparent systematic relationship between the relative strength of task-relevant and task-irrelevant motor responses and the relative strength of task-relevant sensory and motor responses across individual units. We defined a "motor-relevance index" as the difference between the taskrelevant and task-irrelevant motor response for a given unit divided by their sum. The value of this index varied from Ϫ1, indicating strongly task-irrelevant responses, to 1, indicating strongly task-relevant responses. After the results shown in Segal et al., 1983) are assumed to represent false-positive categorizations. D, Histogram of the amplitude of the spike trough, normalized relative to the threshold for detecting waveforms. The missing right tail of the Gaussian fit (gray curve) is assumed to represent false-negative categorizations. E-G, Raster (top panel of each vertical pair) and PETHs (computed as the mean and SD firing rate in 20-ms-wide bins, stepped in 1 ms increments, across all trials; bottom) of activity from no-stop-signal (E), correct-stop-signal (F ), and incorrect-stop-signal (G) trials, aligned to go-cue onset (left) and decision commitment (right, go-cue onset plus RT for no-stop-signal and incorrect-stop-signal trials, go-cue onset plus SSRT for correct-stop-signal trials). In E and G, rasters are sorted by RT. In F, rasters are sorted by SSRT. Green markers indicate go-cue onset, blue markers indicate saccade onset, and red markers indicate stop-cue onset. Figure 11B , the value of this index tended to be above zero, indicating stronger task-relevant responses (median [IQR] value ϭ 0.21 [0.06 0.52]). We also defined a "sensory-motor index" as the difference between the sensory response and the task-relevant motor response for a given unit divided by their sum. The value of this index varied from Ϫ1, indicating strongly sensory-driven responses, to 1, indicating strongly motor-driven responses. After the results shown in Figure 9B , the value of this index tended to be above zero, indicating stronger motor-related responses (median [IQR] value ϭ 0.18 [0.04 0.40]). The values of these indices were not correlated across units (H 0 : Spearman's correlation coefficient ϭ 0, p ϭ 0.11). Instead, units strongly selective for task relevancy exhibited a range of selectivities for sensory/motor events and units strongly selective for sensory/motor events exhibited a range of selectivities for task relevancy.
We were not able to measure any topographic organization of either index. The LCϩ is too small and deep in the brain to allow us to estimate the topography of our recording sites using our recording methods. LC؉ phasic responses on "go" decisions but not "stop" decisions A previous study reported phasic LC activation around the time of a rewarded motor response to a visual target, but no activation around the time of a correct but unrewarded decision to withhold the motor response to a nontarget visual stimulus (Rajkowski et al., 2004) . In principle, that finding could reflect LC selectivity for either a visually guided decision to execute versus withhold a movement or the different reward contingencies. By rewarding both correctly executed and correctly withheld movements, the countermanding task allowed us to disentangle these possibilities and test directly how LCϩ phasic activation relates to visually guided, rewarded decisions to go or stop. We found clear differences between LCϩ phasic activation on trials with executed versus withheld movements. Summary PETHs from all single units for no-stop-signal trials, incorrectstop-signal trials, and correct-stop-signal trials are shown in Figure 12A . The data from no-stop-signal trials (which were rewarded) and incorrect-stop-signal trials (which were not rewarded) both show strong phasic activation peaking just after the onset of the saccadic response. Within the first 100 ms after saccade onset, there was no difference in response magnitude for these two trial types in 61 of the 64 recorded single units (Fisher's exact test, p Ͼ 0.01; Fig. 12B ). In the subsequent 100 ms interval (100 -200 ms after saccade onset), there were slightly fewer (59) units with equivalent responses for no-stop-signal and incorrectstop-signal trials (Fig. 12C) , reflected in a slightly truncated response for incorrect-stop-signal trials evident in the population PETH (Fig. 12A) .
In contrast, there was no apparent response on correct-stopsignal trials around the time of commitment to the stop process (i.e., at the SSRT; Fig. 12 A, D,E) . The majority of units had responses that did not differ from baseline (Fisher's exact test, p Ͻ 0.01) either during the first 100 ms (53/64 single units) or the second 200 ms (59/64) after stop commitment. In both epochs, this lack of responsiveness differed substantially from the gorelated responses on no-stop-signal trials (Fig. 12 D, E) .
Moreover, the visual presentation of the stop signal did not cause a reliable LCϩ phasic activation. On incorrect-stop-signal trials, any activation in response to stop-signal onset would likely occur around the time of saccade onset, making it difficult to distinguish sensory-and motor-related activations. Nevertheless, the fact that most LCϩ units had slightly weaker activation within the first 100 ms of saccade onset for incorrect-stop-signal trials (when the stop signal was present) versus no-stop-signal trials (when the stop signal was absent) implies a lack of responsiveness to the presentation of the stop signal (Fig. 12B) .
More direct evidence comes from correct-stop-signal trials, which did not have motor-related activation after stop-signal onset. Figure 13 shows PETHs of spiking data from all recorded single units on correct-stop-signal trials. When the data are aligned to go-signal onset (gray PETHs), there is a clear activation 
Discussion
We measured the responses of individual LCϩ neurons in monkeys performing a simple visually guided saccade task with infrequent, randomly interleaved stop-signal trials that required the monkeys to withhold the planned saccade. We present two novel findings. The first is that many LCϩ neurons exhibited phasic activation to both sensory and motor events in the context of the task, with an overall dominance of the motor-related activation.
The second novel finding is that LCϩ phasic activation corresponded to the reward-driven decision to act, but not the rewarddriven decision not to act. Here, we discuss targeting LCϩ and then consider these findings in the context of previous studies of the timing of LC phasic responses and theories of LC function. The small size of the LC and its location deep in the brainstem make it difficult to target for in vivo recordings, particularly in monkeys. Histological reconstruction and clonidine sensitivity can help but are typically used to confirm only a small subset of recording sites in a given experiment. Instead, most sites are targeted and identified using a combination of stereotaxic coordinates and a careful characterization of the response properties of neurons along each electrode penetration to distinguish LC from neighboring structures. Here we reported, and confirmed via histological reconstruction, that many of the response properties used to distinguish LC, including low baseline activity, broad spike waveforms, and arousal sensitivity, can also be consistent with the subC, an adjacent nucleus with NE-releasing neurons that project to the lower brainstem and spinal cord (Westlund and Coulter, 1980; Aston-Jones et al., 1994; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Bouret and Richmond, 2009 ). We do not know whether putative LC neurons recorded in other in vivo studies in monkeys also might have included subC units, nor were we able to distinguish LC and subC in our population of recorded units. We suspect that a careful functional mapping of units, as shown in Figure 3 , along ML and AP axes of electrode penetrations might be used to distinguish a medial cluster as LC and a more lateral cluster as subC. Such AP and ML shifts can be assayed quantitatively using associated locations in the collicular saccade map along electrode penetrations (Robinson, 1972 also prove to be informative because subC lies somewhat deeper than LC. However, we did not attempt this procedure for the present study and therefore group all of our units as LCϩ, leaving for future studies interesting questions about possible similarities and differences between LC and subC activation on sensorymotor tasks.
Early studies of LC response properties emphasized the efficacy of highly arousing sensory stimuli from different modalities in eliciting phasic LC responses (Foote et al., 1980; Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981b; Grant et al., 1988; Hervé-Minvielle and Sara, 1995) . These responses lead to NE release throughout the brain, including sensory areas, where it enhances the effects of incoming signals (Abercrombie et al., 1988; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990; Waterhouse et al., 1998; Bouret and Sara, 2002; Devilbiss et al., 2006; Moxon et al., 2007; Devilbiss and Waterhouse, 2011) . Other studies demonstrated that phasic LC activity depended on the goal-directed meaning of the stimuli, but upheld the view that these responses were correlated with the sensory events that led to subsequent behavior (Sara and Segal, 1991; Rajkowski et al., 2004) . Therefore, the timing of LC phasic responses were typically interpreted in terms of their role in sensory processing, particularly as it related to attention and arousal (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003) .
More recent studies have suggested a closer relationship between LC phasic activation and motor output in simple sensorymotor tasks. In monkeys performing a go/no-go task that required them to pull a lever in response to an infrequently presented target stimulus and withhold the lever pull in response to a nontarget stimulus, LC neurons were consistently activated by target cues leading to a motor response. In contrast, the same LC neurons did not respond reliably to nontarget cues, juice rewards, or similar movements made outside of the task context. The results were interpreted in terms of a relationship between LC activation and "attended stimuli that demand a rapid motor response" (Aston-Jones et al., 1994) . In monkeys performing a visual-discrimination task with variable RTs, LC spike timing was more closely aligned to the motor event than the sensory event, leading to speculation that LC responses represent the end of a decision process that leads to a behavioral response (Clayton et al., 2004) . LC spikes were similarly timed relative to an operant motor response on a simple conditioning task, although phasic activation was also reported for the preceding, conditioned visual cue that was also accompanied by Pavlovian motor responses (Bouret and Richmond, 2009) .
Despite these conflicting interpretations of LC activity in terms of sensory or motor processing, a common finding has been the presence of LC phasic responses only within the context of a behavior for which the animal is rewarded. For example, actions that activate LC neurons in the context of a task typically do not cause comparable activations outside of the task context (Yamamoto and Ozawa, 1989; Clayton et al., 2004) . This context dependence is thought to involve reward expectation and/or uncertainty, which is also more consistent with the decision to act than the action itself (Sara and Segal, 1991; Aston-Jones et al., 1994; Vankov et al., 1995; Clayton et al., 2004; Rajkowski et al., 2004) . Therefore, our finding that some LC units show phasic activation corresponding to saccades in the intertrial interval might still reflect task-related processing insofar as the monkeys were trained to expect a potentially rewarding trial to begin soon after the previous trial and thus might have been making an anticipatory movement to begin the next trial.
Our study clarifies and extends these previous findings by demonstrating that individual LCϩ units can be activated phasically in relation to both a sensory "go" signal and the immediately resulting motor response. Our ability to distinguish these sensory-and motor-related activations, in contrast to previous studies, probably reflected our oculomotor task that produced shorter, more narrowly distributed RTs than lever-release tasks used previously (Clayton et al., 2004) . We draw several conclusions from our findings, including: (1) sensory-evoked phasic responses in LCϩ do not require an overt motor output, because they were present on correct-stop-signal trials; (2) at least under our task conditions, motor-related activation typically does not occur until after movement onset and thus occurs too late to affect the current movement; and (3) the LCϩ does not respond to a either a sensory instruction or the subsequent decision not to move even when a reward is expected, implying that reward expectation alone does not drive LC responses.
These results can be interpreted in the context of models of countermanding. One well established class of models assumes that there is a race between "go" and "stop" processes. Both processes are assumed to involve linear buildup signals that are triggered by the relevant sensory event and race toward a common threshold value (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen and Logan, 2009) . The "go" rise-to-threshold process has clear correlates in the activity of particular sets of neurons in the primate frontal eye field and superior colliculus (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Hanes et al., 1998; Pare and Hanes, 2003) . The sensory and motor phasic LC responses that we measured on no-stop-signal and incorrect-stop-signal trials correspond approximately to the beginning and end of this presaccadic buildup of neural activity. The neural implementation of the stop process is less clear, but might involve increased discharge of fixation neurons in the frontal eye field and superior colliculus (Hanes et al., 1998; Pare and Hanes, 2003; . Our results indicate a lack of LCϩ activation around the time of either onset or termination of this process. Therefore, the LCϩ is more engaged by the go than by the stop rise-to-threshold process posited by these models.
Alternatively, a recent model suggests that instead of a separate, rise-to-threshold stop process, withholding the planned saccade involves a rapid perceptual judgment that terminates the rise-to-threshold go process (Salinas and Stanford, 2013) . This model would imply that the task-relevant sensory and motor phasic LCϩ responses that we measured corresponded to the start and threshold crossing (i.e., commitment to trigger the saccadic eye movement) of the go process on no-stop-signal and incorrect-stop-signal trials. In contrast, the lack of responsiveness of LCϩ neurons to stop-signal onset or the commitment to stop on correct-stop-signal trials might reflect the fact that, according to this model, there is no rise-to threshold stop process. More work is needed to establish more direct relationships between LCϩ activation and the go and stop processes described by these models.
More generally, we do not know the function of the sensoryand motor-related phasic LCϩ activation in the context of the countermanding task. The similarity of the sensory-related activation on all trial types, particularly when comparing correct and incorrect-stop-signal trials (Fig. 8) , suggests that, at least on a gross level, this activation is not related to whether the monkeys subsequently process the stop signal appropriately. Moreover, the motor-related response occurs on both correct no-stopsignal trials and incorrect-stop-signal trials, is similar across different RTs, and typically occurs just after saccade onset. These results imply that the subsequent NE release does not affect the current motor response, but instead is intended to affect subse-quent processing, possibly in the context of evaluating the consequences of the goal-driven movement.
